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Shareholder Newsletter 3Q14
dear shareholders,

this edition of Imdex News provides an overview of our 
company performance and operational achievements for 
the third quarter of the 2014 financial year (3Q14).  We 
will also be providing a question and answer session via 
a live teleconference, which you may participate in or 
listen to at a later time.  the teleconference will be held at 
10:00am (Wst) on the 23rd april 2014.  dial-in numbers 
and conference codes are available on our website  
www.imdexlimited.com

GrouP fInancIal Performance 

In the nine months to 31 march 2014, Imdex’s unaudited 
results were as follows:

•	 combined revenue (including Imdex’s share of Ves 
International joint venture revenue) of $154.7 million, 
down 19% from the previous corresponding period 
(9 months to 31 march 2013: $191.1 million); and

•	 eBIta (including equity accounted Ves International 
joint venture result and excluding $24.1 million profit 
on sale of 160 million seh shares) of $1.3 million, 
down 96% from the previous corresponding period 
(9 months to 31 march 2013: $31.9 million).

While the headline unaudited results for 3Q14 were 
down on the previous corresponding period of 3Q13, 
they were up on the preceding quarter of 2Q14:

•	 combined revenue (including Imdex’s share of Ves 
International joint venture revenue) of $52.8 million, 
down 5% from the previous corresponding period 
(3Q13: $55.5 million) and up 9% on 2Q14 ($48.6 
million); and

•	 eBIta (including equity accounted Ves International 
joint venture result and excluding $4.0 million profit 
on sale of 30 million seh shares) down 75% to $1.4 
million from the previous corresponding period 
(3Q13: $5.7 million) and up on  the 2Q14  loss of 
$2.8 million.

Heli-portable SRU
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reVenue

as expected, challenging market conditions for our 
minerals division, which represents 66% of our 
combined revenue, continued to negatively affect Group 
performance throughout 3Q14.

as reported previously, cyclical downturns are 
characteristic of the minerals sector.  the severity and 
duration of these downturns vary, yet historically they 
have lasted for some 3 – 5 years.   how long this cycle 
will persist is still subject to debate.  It is pleasing to note 
however, industry sentiment and activity levels suggest 
it has bottomed and we anticipate marginally increased 
activity in fy15.  

In the meantime, we will continue to pursue growth 
opportunities in the underpenetrated mining regions of 
europe, usa and Peru, together with non-mining sectors 
including horizontal directional drilling (hdd), waterwell 
and civil construction.   We also have an excellent 
opportunity to market our new refleX technologies, 
some of which were officially launched during 3Q14.

Imdex’s share of the 3Q14 Ves joint venture revenue was 
$5.6 million (3Q13 $3.8 million).

eBIta

our Group eBIta result reflected our ongoing 
commitment to diversification strategies designed to 
counter the cyclical nature of the minerals industry.  
these strategies included continued investment in 
innovative products and technologies and our oil & Gas 
division, whilst maintaining manageable gearing levels.

our gross margins were largely maintained throughout 
the period, which positions the business for increased 
profits as volumes increase, particularly in the minerals 
industry.

during the balance of fy14, we will continue to focus on 
the following initiatives to improve revenues and eBIta:

•	 Increasing amc minerals market share in previously 
underpenetrated mining regions;

•	 expansion of non-mining business (hdd, waterwell 
and civil construction);

•	 Global utilisation of solids removal units (srus) and 
new refleX technologies;

•	 continuing to grow our oil and gas business in key 
markets including europe, east africa, the middle east 
and asia Pacific; and

•	 aggressively advancing our development of 
innovative products and leading technologies for 
both the minerals and oil and gas industries. 

Imdex’s minerals division includes the amc and refleX 
businesses.  these businesses market innovative drilling 
fluids, chemicals, solids removal technologies, data 
management solutions, together with geo-analytical 
consulting services and software, for the global minerals 
industry.  amc is the leading provider of drilling fluids 
to the global industry and refleX is a global provider 
of data management and data analysis solutions to that 
industry.

3Q14 divisional financial performance

Imdex’s minerals division contributed 66% of the 
company’s combined revenue for 3Q14, generating 
revenue of $28.7 million.  this result represents a 27% 
decrease on the previous corresponding period (3Q13: 
$39.5 million) however is at a similar level to the prior 
quarter (2Q14: $28.5 million).

as anticipated, performance of our minerals division was 
negatively affected by the industry downturn and early 
seasonal (christmas / new year) shutdown.

Operational summary

during the quarter the minerals division officially 
launched three new refleX technologies, focused on 
marketing its unique srus and enhanced its presence and 
capabilities in underpenetrated drilling fluid markets, for 
example usa.  

the division also continued to expand its traditional 
customer base by pursuing non-mining markets such as 
civil construction and the hdd market. 

encouragingly, the number of refleX instruments on 
active hire gradually increased month-on-month from the 
december 2013 low and as at 31 march 2014, numbers 
had returned to just below october 2013 levels. 

throughput for refleX huB also increased month-on-
month.  this trend is expected to continue with increased 
adoption by resource companies and drilling contractors.

the number of amc srus on hire is gradually increasing 
and customer interest is continuing to gain momentum, 
particularly in the americas.  this interest is being driven 
by a wider understanding of the unit’s environmental and 
economic benefits, together with growing regulatory 
requirements to reduce the environmental impact of 
drilling operations. 

mInerals dIVIsIon
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Imdex’s oil & Gas division includes amc oil & Gas and a 
30% share of Vaughn energy services (Ves). the Ves joint 
venture is the third largest provider of downhole survey 
services to the oil and gas market, operating primarily in 
the usa, middle east and latin america.

the amc oil & Gas and Ves businesses provide 
drilling fluids, production and completion chemicals, 
and downhole survey services to the conventional and 
unconventional oil and gas markets.

3Q14 divisional financial performance

Imdex’s oil & Gas division contributed 34% of the 
company’s combined revenue for 3Q14, generating 
revenue of $24.1 million.  this result represents a 50% 
increase on the previous reporting period (3Q13: $16.0 
million) and a 20% increase on the preceding period of 
2Q14 ($20.1 million).

While the overall revenue performance of our oil & Gas 
division was positive, underperformance from the less 
established region of amc oil & Gas Germany, negatively 
affected the division’s eBIta result.   a strategy has been 
implemented to better manage the growth of our oil 
and gas business in that region and improved results are 
forecast for fy15.   It is important to note the asia-Pacific 
profit centre performed well and substantial growth 
opportunities, for all regions within the division, remain. 

our Ves joint venture maintained its strong performance 
throughout 3Q14, primarily driven by onshore activity in 
the us, together with growing business in latin america 
and the middle east.

Operational summary

during the quarter our oil & Gas division continued 
with its diversification strategies to off-set cyclical 
downturns in the minerals division.  these strategies 
include investment in equipment, working capital and 
personnel.   While the process of building our assets 
and capabilities in these areas impacts eBIta in the 
short-term, it is essential for future growth as the 
sector demands suppliers to provide integrated services 
supported by the necessary equipment and industry 
experienced personnel. 

as reported in the 1h14 edition of Imdex News, the 
division’s growth is expected to gain further momentum 
due to increasing organic growth by amc oil & Gas and 
a focus on opportunities in the expanding east african/
middle eastern, european and asia/Pacific markets with 
drilling fluids, solids control equipment and drilled 
Waste management.

our Ves joint venture is also expected to build both 
revenue and eBItda throughout calendar 2014.

Key operating highlights and achievements – 3Q14 

•	 official launch of three new refleX technologies – 
the refleX Xrf, refleX tn14 Gyrocompass and 
refleX Pason edr

•	 Integration of refleX eZ-trac with refleX 
huB – further enhancing the mineral industry’s most 
popular survey instrument

•	 decision by a key alliance producing thermal coal 
to adopt refleX huB for its drilling program 
management

•	 commissioning of a new refleX repair centre in 
Belo horizonte, Brazil

•	 continued positive momentum with srus – 
particularly in the americas 

•	 trial of heli-portable sru in south australia

•	 successful trial of new amc drilling fluid - amc 
stick-up 

•	 Increasing exposure and capabilities within 
underpenetrated hdd and waterwell markets for 
amc.

oIl & Gas dIVIsIon
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Product containment – NUTPLUG 

as announced on the 13th march 2014, amc took 
precautionary measures for the containment of an 
imported product which is sometimes used in drilling 
operations.  the measures were taken following it being 
identified that certain batches of the product may contain 
a small proportion of asbestos. 

upon the matter coming to the attention of amc, 
the company took immediate precautionary action to 
safeguard the wellbeing of all customers, employees and 
other stakeholders. 

the potentially affected products are “nutPluG” 
(excluding nutPluG fIne) and “stoPleaK” (which 
is a blended product containing a proportion of 
nutPluG) that were received or manufactured after 
september 2013. 

all stocks of the potentially affected products were 
quarantined and have been accounted for throughout the 
supply chain from storage warehouse to site.  specialist 
waste removal experts were engaged to safely remove 
and dispose of the product from all locations. 

on the information available to amc, the use of the 
potentially affected products was isolated to Queensland.  
enquiries to date have ascertained only 3 customers 
who may have received the potentially affected products 
during the relevant period.  those customers have been 
contacted. 

on the basis of the testing performed on other products, 
there is no evidence of any cross-contamination of 
other products.  the potentially affected nutPluG 
that was received was contained in bags which were 
often wrapped in plastic on pallets.  stoPleaK was not 
manufactured at the facilities where other products of 
amc were manufactured or held.

as an additional precautionary measure, amc has 
contacted the supplier concerned and requested that 
they contact any of their customers who may be similarly 
affected by the change in the composition of nutPluG 
so they are aware of the issue and can address it with 
them directly.  Based on our communications with the 
supplier concerned, there are no other customers in 
australia. 

amc has withdrawn nutPluG and stoPleaK from 
the market and all relevant authorities have been notified. 

the safety and wellbeing of all stakeholders remains 
amc’s principal priority.  further investigations will be 
made as to how the potential contamination to a product 
that, to amc’s knowledge, contains only nut based 
products, occurred.

Key operating highlights and achievements – 3Q14  

•	 record quarterly revenue, reflecting ongoing 
investment in the development of the division;

•	 continuing strong revenues and eBItda 
performance by the Ves joint venture;

•	 further investment in equipment, working capital and 
personnel to support ongoing growth in the business; 
and

•	 continuing growth from the coal bed methane 
industry in australia with an increased demand 
for equipment solutions to ensure environmental 
disturbance by drilling activities is minimised.
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Bernie Ridgeway

Managing Director

outlooK 

trading conditions within our traditional minerals market are expected to remain challenging for the balance of 
fy14, however as mentioned earlier, customer feedback suggests there are early signs of increasing activity, together 
with growing confidence the current cycle may have bottomed and is forecast to improve in the coming months. 

the expected increase in activity levels is largely due to the return of some brown field expenditure and capital 
raising by junior exploration companies.  the juniors have not been a factor over the last two years or so, however, 
they are raising funds to maintain their tenement position.  In addition, assets divested by the major companies are 
being acquired by smaller companies who will work those assets.

activity within the energy sector remains robust and continues to offer substantial year on year growth 
opportunities for our oil and Gas division.   as reported previously, the global drilling and completion fluids market 
is expected to increase by more than 20% to us$13.5 billion in 2014 and the solids control and waste management 
market is forecast to grow by more than 15% to us$4.3 billion.  even a fraction of this market will make a significant 
contribution to our growth.

We remain confident in our ability to capitalise on these opportunities within our core markets, while advancing the 
company’s initiatives to generate additional and diversified revenue streams.  Planning for fy15 is underway and we 
are forecasting improved results in the new financial year. 
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Game-chanGInG technoloGy “essentIal” to surVIVe the cycles 

refleX recently launched three new technologies, which are playing a pivotal role in the future of global exploration 
and mining operations.

the leader of innovative technology for field data collection and analysis, officially unveiled its refleX Xrf and 
refleX tn14 GyrocomPass at the mining Indaba expo in south africa.  the company then launched its refleX 
Pason electronIc drIllInG recorder at the Pdac held in canada.

commenting on the company’s commitment to innovation and investment in ongoing product development, refleX’s 
chief executive, derek loughlin, said:

“It is essential. our clear focus is to be ahead of the game and deliver real economic and operational benefits to our 
customers.

“While the downturn of the global minerals industry is challenging for everyone within the sector, it also presents 
opportunities for our business.

resource, drilling and service companies are looking increasingly to technologies to reduce costs, enhance the 
efficiencies of their operations and remain competitive – our technologies are specifically designed to achieve these 
objectives.”

mr loughlin said he had experienced a great deal during his 26 years within the drilling industry, however, he was now 
witnessing fundamental operational changes that were rapidly gaining momentum.

“our customers want greater accuracy, visibility and flexibility when collecting, accessing and analysing their data 
– they need to make informed decisions faster from any location and at any time without the time delays and 
inefficiencies that typified the past”, said mr loughlin.

each of refleX’s new technologies enables standalone customer benefits, yet form part of the company’s integrated 
product offering via refleX connect and refleX huB.

refleX connect allows seamless transfer of survey data from the drill rig to a secure, central database for 
review in near real-time.  survey and geochemical data is transferred automatically from the digital instrumentation to 
refleX huB via a mobile device. Geologists can view and approve survey records and then commit them for storage.  
data is then available for incorporation with other core geological data sets or exporting directly into mining and GIs 
software packages.

refleX huB is a complete software-as-a-service solution that seamlessly transfers data – including maintenance, 
operational, safety, drilling, rig operational, survey, accreditation and geological data – from the drill site to a secure 
central database, where it can be accessed via a web browser from any location worldwide.

Operational News

REFLEX XRF

refleX Xrf

the refleX Xrf is a hand-held instrument, which collects and 
transmits geochemical data to refleX huB, where built-in analytics 
produce derived outputs that can be used immediately for logging, 
domaining and classification.

When explaining the refleX Xrf Global manager for refleX 
Geochemistry, dave lawie, said:

“customers can obtain real-time geochemical analysis in the field 
then reassess drilling programs on the fly – they can also reduce 
time and costs by screening and prioritising samples before assaying.

“Geologists no longer need to wait up to three months for offsite 
assay results to determine their next move”, added mr lawie.
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refleX tn14 GyrocomPass

the refleX tn14 GyrocomPass (tn14) provides fast and 
accurate rig alignment in surface and underground operations.

the tn14 was designed as an alternative to the traditional 
manual system of rig alignment, which is often inefficient and 
prone to human error.

Kelvin Brown, refleX Global Product manager – drilling 
Products, said drillers no longer need to wait hours, or 
occasionally days, for surveyors to determine the azimuth line 
for rig alignment and drilling to commence.

“unproductive time waiting for the surveyors is eliminated.   
the tn14’s settlement and calibration process takes 
approximately 15 minutes and then a rig can be aligned to the 
correct azimuth and dip within 5 minutes.

“the tn14 also removes the risk of human error”, said mr Brown.

“as with all manual processes, manual surveys have been found to be incorrect – the tn14 is highly accurate 
and overcomes this risk. human error by the drillers can also be eliminated as the correct co-ordinates can 
be pre-loaded to the wireless handheld from any location worldwide through refleX huB.  drillers are 
welcoming this unique feature – it is one less thing they have to worry about before starting the job.”

refleX technical sales representative, michael Vanderbroeck said feedback from customer trials was really 
positive.

“a customer reported our tn14 GyrocomPass was 90% more user-friendly during the settling and 
calibration process and provided a more accurate azimuth reading than alternative technologies – a difference 
of only 0.01 degree.

“the real indicator of its performance was the customer’s insistence on keeping the instrument following the 
trial! I had to fly home without it and prepare the rental agreement”, added mr Vanderbroeck.

the refleX Gyrocompass tn14 t is the only rig aligner with the capability to preload co-ordinates from any 
location through refleX huB. It also has enhanced accuracy with a roll and pitch range of +/- 90 degrees and 
does not have the attitude limitations seen on lower quality instruments.

refleX / Pason electronIc drIllInG recorder (edr)

the refleX Pason edr was designed to deliver safer, faster drilling 
with improved productivity. the edr utilises a network of sensors 
on the drilling rig, which monitors and records rig performance and 
drilling parameters in real-time.

Key drilling parameters include: weight on bit; revolutions per minute; 
rate of penetration; rotational torque; fluid flow and fluid pressure; can 
be reported according to time or depth.

user-friendly dashboards or detailed reports enable greater visibility 
of current drilling and overall rig performance – immediate access 
to this data allows the driller to optimise performance and the 
productivity of the drilling program.  metallurgists are also utilising 
these comprehensive and accurate data sets when characterising 
downhole geology.

the refleX Pason edr was developed with Pason – the global 
leader in edr technology for the oil and gas industry.

REFLEX PASON EDR 
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IndaBa and Pdac

during 3Q14, amc and refleX attended the IndaBa and Pdac mining shows in 
cape town, south africa and toronto, canada.

IndaBa is africa’s largest mining industry conference and the Pdac international 
convention, trade show and investors exchange, is known as the world’s leading 
convention for people involved with mineral exploration.

significant interest was shown in Imdex’s new technologies and sru units on display.  
refleX’s chief executive, derek loughlin attended the Pdac and said “it was the most 
successful event we have had to date.”

refleX Global Product manager, Kelvin Brown, also attended the Pdac and noted 
despite the low in the mineral exploration cycle, interest in the company’s new 
technologies was at a record high.   a Bnn interview with mr Brown, live at the Pdac 
convention, can be viewed at the following link: http://watch.bnn.ca/#clip1072328.

PDAC mining show in Toronto, Canada.

helI-PortaBle sru

on the 7th march amc delivered its first 
heli-portable sru to a site located at 
Wilpena Pound in the flinders ranges, 
south australia.

the heli-portable unit is expected to be 
on hire at that location for 4 – 6 weeks.
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amc was proud to assist a small not for profit 
organization, Water, health, opportunity (Wholives. org) 
based in salt lake city, utah.

Wholives.org aims to save and improve the lives of 
millions by providing easy access to clean water via the 
Village drill – a human powered drill.

clint streadbeck (amc sales & services representative – 
americas) provided this overview:

I received a call from John renouard from Wholives.org 
in december 2013. John has been involved in the design 
and development of a man powered mud rotary drill – 
engineered at Brigham young university in Provo utah.

John had been trying to gain knowledge regarding the 
function and use of fluids to help aid the drilling and 
completion of water wells. however, as Wholives.org is a 
small organization, he had been turned down many times 
from fluid providers.

I met with John at our amc warehouse in salt lake city, 

then provided a mud school to help him understand the 
fluids process and their use.

the following week John ordered a pail of polymer and 
carried it to rwanda africa where it was used in drilling 
of four new well locations. When commenting on the 
water conditions John said “it was the worst I have ever 
seen.”

mr renouard has subsequently ordered additional 
products and is very pleased with the service and support 
amc has provided.

our amc area manager – central & east africa has also 
provided products and assistance for mr renouard’s 
work in africa.

our products, training and phone support have enabled 
John to produce safe drinking water wells in very remote 
areas. hundreds of people in these villages are benefiting 
from the work of Wholives.org – we are glad to be a 
part of this humanitarian initiative.

fInal enVIronmental success 
– amc/refleX BrIsBane achIeVes 
enVIronmental certIfIcatIon to 
Iso14001

We are pleased to report amc/refleX 
Brisbane (Queensland, australia) has been 
recommended for environmental certification 
to Iso14001 – this recommendation 
completes the strategic certification program 
to support our oil & Gas and equipment 
divisions.

amc/refleX Brisbane is now entitled to 
use the sGs Iso14001 certification mark, 
in addition to its Iso9001 & ohsas18001 
certifications.

Water, health & oPPortunIty
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ImaGes from our reGIons
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About Imdex Limited 
Imdex is an ASX listed industrial company (ASX: IMD) with a market 
capitalisation of approximately $138 million and 573 employees (as at 31 
March 2014).

Imdex delivers leading innovative technologies to the global minerals industry 
and niche oil and gas markets, focusing on integrated solutions that enhance 
customers’ operations and deliver value for its shareholders.  The company 
achieves this by its extensive industry knowledge and commitment to 
product development, ensuring innovative, simple to use and fit-for-purpose 
technologies.

Imdex supports a diverse range of customers at all stages of the mining 
cycle, from junior explorers to major producers across a wide range of 
commodities. To provide optimal service to these customers, Imdex has 
operational centres in key mining regions of the world, including: Asia-Pacific, 
Africa, Europe and the Americas.

Further information can be found at www.imdexlimited.com.

Imdex News - ShArEholDEr NEwSlETTEr 

Imdex News is published quarterly to keep Imdex’s valued shareholders 
informed of the company’s performance and operational highlights.

Your feedback and questions are always welcome. Please send all investor 
communication to Imdex’s Marketing Manager, Ms Kylie Kniepf at  
kylie.kniepf@imdexlimited.com.

Alternatively contact Managing Director, Mr Bernie ridgeway or the Chief 
Financial officer and Company Secretary, Mr Paul Evans on +61 8 9445 4010.


